
INEFFICIENCY OF STANDARDIZED TESTING

The average student spend 25 hours testing a year; however, there is no telling how many hours these students and
teacher spend preparing.

For example, when Knewton produced a remedial math course for college freshmen at the University of
Arizona, half the students mastered the material four weeks or more ahead of schedule. I've modified the
items' content slightly, without altering the essence of what the items are trying to measure. What educators
need to do is to spend some quality time with standardized achievement testsâ€”scrutinizing the test's items
one at a time to see what they are really measuring. Gronlund, N. While overhauling our accountability system
may not be as simple as a software upgrade, there are things to love about Team Robot. Technologies in use in
about a third of US K schools today have the potential, say their creators, to relieve some of the worst toll
taken by standardized testing: the anxiety, coaching, and cheating, to give a few examples. Educational
Leadership, 56 6 ,  Stiggins, R. That's not what they are supposed to do. More often than not, however, these
tests contain too few items to allow meaningful within-subject comparisons of students' strengths and
weaknesses. As a consequence of carefully sampling content and concentrating on items that discriminate
optimally among students, these test creators have produced assessment tools that do a great job of providing
relative comparisons of a student's content mastery with that of students nationwide. But items that primarily
measure differences in students' in-born intellectual abilities obviously do not contribute to valid inferences
about "how well children have been taught. Furthermore, limitations are established since creativities are
abolished, the curriculum is narrowed down, and the learning experience is reduced. I believe that students
should have entrance and exit exams with multiple learning aspects every year. Conforming to Einhorn , para.
McMurrer, J. One of the most useful of those inferences typically deals with students' relative strengths and
weaknesses across subject areas, such as when parents find that their daughter sparkles in mathematics but
sinks in science. The most recent impetus to standardized testing was the Industrial Revolution and the
movement to increased schooling where students were moved out of the work force and into schools.
Fishman, J. Which of the number sentences below can you use to find out how many pears Sally has left? This
item attempts to measure a child's ability "to figure out" what the right answer is. If the items in standardized
achievement tests measured only what actually had been taught in school, I wouldn't be so negative about
using these tests to determine educational quality. He claimed some of the very same benefits for it that you
hear from ed-tech entrepreneurs to this dayâ€”allowing every student to move at his own pace, supplying
immediate feedback, improving motivation. Ferreira has long been a mortal enemy of standardized testing.
Most educators do not really understand why a standardized test provides a misleading estimate of a school
staff's effectiveness. What do you think? It is the responsibility of all educators to do that educating. That's
right, your students are not likely to earn very high scores. Unfortunately, you'll find more of these items on
standardized achievement tests than you'd suspect. According to an article by the New York Daily News in ,
multiple-choice questions and bubble answer sheets cause the four and five-year-old students to feel
bewildered Monahan, para. Standardized tests do not only limit creativity but also narrow down the
curriculum. Then teachers need to show the world that they can instruct children so that those children make
striking pre-instruction to post-instruction progress. The program supplied the students much more practice
time than in years past. Consequently, the students will more likely to do deep memorization since the pattern
is repeated. Colleges often need these scores to see how smart a student is and whether they want them or not.
The overarching reason that students' scores on these tests do not provide an accurate index of educational
effectiveness is that any inference about educational quality made on the basis of students' standardized
achievement test performances is apt to be invalid. Pedulla, J. They are assessments OF learning that are too
infrequent, broad in focus, and slow in returning results to inform the ongoing array of daily decisions. She
pulled these students out for intensive work in groups of one or two, while making sure everyone else was on
task. Then, operating on the very reasonable assumption that what goes on instructionally in classrooms is
often influenced by what's contained in the texbooks that children use, they also studied four widely used
textbooks for grades  Multiple intelligences: The theory in practice. A test item answered correctly by 90
percent of the test-takers is, from the perspective of a test's efficiency in providing comparative interpretations,
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being answered correctly by too many students. Testing-Teaching Mismatches The companies that create and
sell standardized achievement tests are all owned by large corporations. Or, along with other similar items
dealing with addition, multiplication, and division, this item would contribute to a valid inference about a
student's ability to choose appropriate number sentences for a variety of basic computation problems presented
in verbal form. The information that the students are to show they know is asked of them in the same format
that is usually multiple choice.


